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Great book for making great cookies!
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Great book for making great cookies!

My mother has used this cookbook for as long as I can remember when baking sweet treats for our

family. I searched every bookstore I could find and no luck finding this book. One quick search on 

later and I found it for a fraction of the price I thought I'd have to pay for it. It even had a few helpful

tips written alongside recipes from the prior owner! Hands down a must have for any sweet treat

lover.

I'll be honest. I bought this book because it was the book from which I learned to cook. This is a

solid cookbook. I'm not going to say that I've cooked every recipe in the book, but those I have

cooked turned out quite well. Not only does this book have simple, easy to follow recipes, but it also

has more complex ones, for when you feel adventurous with your cookie making. For the modest

asking price this is a steal.The only downside is that this book lacks any recipes made without flour.

I've not experimented with substitute flours, but I've heard stories... Terrible stories. If you're trying

to go gluten free, not the book for you. But otherwise, Solid cookbook

Met my expectations except I thought it was going to be a hardback. It was not. The recipes look

good but have not tried any yet.



Not enough recipes for the price. Ok though.

I first got this book as a gift when I was in high school. The layout was so easy to explore, there are

photos of every recipe, and the cookies it made were delicious! I ended up making my way through

the entire book, cover to cover. (Ok, not the coconut ones--I hate coconut. But almost the entire

book.)It's been over a decade since I got that first book, and somehow I keep losing it--I either loan

it out and don't see it returned, or it gets lost in a move, or I bring it with me on vacation (yes, I bring

it with me if I'm going to be baking somewhere other than my house) and forget to bring it back. But

this book has become such a staple I keep buying used copies to replace the ones I've lost!I would

recommend this to anyone, whether they've never baked a cookie before in their lives, or are

experienced bakers just looking for some new recipes to try out. You will not regret owning this

cookbook.

I've had this book for years, and since my daughter just got married I ordered one for her as well.

These are the kinds of treats that always get taken first at the church potluck.

Great variety!

Excellent variety of different flavors and types of cookies. Good illustrations so you can spot the

cookies that most appeal to your taste. Easy instructions with most ingredients that are easily

accessible. Comments from people that ate them were, "you should open your own bakery and sell

the cookies". Cookies kept well on the countertop or in the freezer. Would recommend this book to

anyone that likes to bake cookies.
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